


How would you describe Pack Up the Moon?

I would call it a funny, tragic love story with a happy 
ending. How’s that? 

My dad died young, and he and my mom were the love 
of each other’s lives. How do you get over that? Do 
you ever get over it? Of course not. But you can still 
have a happy, full, beautiful life, even when that’s the 
last thing you can envision when crawling through grief. 
This is a story of true love that ends too quickly, how 
love is immortal, and how, even when your person isn’t 
here, their love can still guide you and bring you joy . . .  
and lead you to a new life without them.

In your novel, a young wife with a terminal 
diagnosis writes her husband a series of let-
ters giving him directions for how to move 
forward after she is gone. Some of the tasks are deceptively simple like 
going grocery shopping. How and why did you choose the specific tasks?

I’ve been through grief myself—the loss of my dad, the loss of a baby. The small things 
can be the biggest in the moment . . . leaving the house for the first time, running into 
well-meaning people. Each task Lauren gives Josh is meant as something bigger and 
more symbolic. She starts with the grocery store and works her way up, trying to bring 
Josh out into the world, because she knows he’s a loner, knows he struggles to connect 
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with other people, and of course, knows he’ll be heartbroken. Every task leads him a little 
further away from her death, and a little closer to a new life without her. She knows him 
better than anyone, after all.

In each of your recent books you’ve explored the idea of healing, whether 
from pain, betrayal, loss, or grief. In Pack Up the Moon, you follow a wid-
ower after the loss of his wife. What is it about healing and the many 
forms it can take that interests you as a writer?

Grief is part of life that we will all face, and honestly, it’s such a layered, beautiful, diffi-
cult emotion. It’s all about love. I wanted to write a book about finding that person who’s 
perfect for you, and then creating a life without them, a life that you love even so. Losing 
a spouse so young . . . it’s one of the worst things that could ever happen to a person, 
and it does happen. A lot of my books look at the “how” of a journey. How do you find 

self-acceptance and love? How do you make amends with someone you’ve wronged? In 
this book, it’s how do you deal with the death of the love of your life? It seems impos-
sible in the moment, and I guess that’s what I was so compelled to write—the impossible 
journey that every widowed spouse or partner has had to make. Pack Up the Moon is an 
intimate view of just how you keep going after your heart has been broken . . . and how, 
even without your own permission sometimes, you start healing. Life keeps going, and 
good moments start to slip in. Then good days. And, hopefully—eventually—a good life.

You wrote this book differently than previous books by telling the story 
through two opposing timelines. The first timeline takes place in the 
present as a young widower recovers from the loss of his beloved wife. 
The other timeline counts backward from the loss of his wife to the mo-
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ment they met as adults. Why did you write the story this way?

Honestly, I don’t have a good answer for that other than instinct. This is a story of life 
and death and love . . . in telling it that way, the reader sees the challenge of the story 
immediately—Lauren has a terminal diagnosis, knows she’s getting worse, and has never 
been happier. They have never been happier. I wanted the reader to see them in that 
burnished, beautiful state from both their points of view. 

Lauren’s storyline is told backward, from about a week before her death all the way back 
to the day she met Joshua. The reader sees her at her best: mature, selfless, filled with 
joy and gratitude even with what she’s facing. Telling her story in reverse, as it were, 
shows the many decisions she had to make to get there. 

Josh’s storyline also begins a week before Lauren dies—then moves forward into the year 
and a half without her. He goes from being the world’s best husband to being alone and 
bereft, and we see him with that staggering challenge: to keep living. To find happiness 
without the person who defined happiness for him. He’ll be burnished, too, and Lauren’s 
letters are steering him to truly accept a life without her . . . a life that has people, pur-
pose, and beauty. 

Grief can be an overwhelming experience and there is no set timeline for 
healing. How did you balance accurately portraying the extraordinary 
grief of losing a life partner while still showing there is still hope for a 
fulfilling life?

Well, I can’t write a book that’s not funny, and a good deal of the book is infused with 
the ridiculous, black humor we all find in our darkest times. The thing about grief is that 
while you might feel like you can never even lift your head from the pillow again, you do. 
The title of the book comes from the beautiful poem “Funeral Blues” by W. H. Auden, 
in which he so accurately portrays that moment where the world seems to stop because 
it can’t possibly go on without the love of your life. It does seem that way . . . and yet, 
life does go on. So Josh finds himself fighting the crowds in the mall on a Friday night; 
deflecting the passes made by his neighbor, Creepy Charlotte; joining a karate class with 
twenty-five-year-olds; and trying to end his fear of heights by walking across the Golden 
Gate Bridge. Hope for the future comes in little flashes at first, like the sun breaking 
through the clouds. And those flashes start to become more frequent, until Josh, much 
to his surprise, finds himself having a sunny day. Which is not to say there aren’t any un-
expected thunderstorms, mind you. Grief does not travel in a straight line.



In Pack Up the Moon there are several characters dealing with loss of 
the same person and they each react in unique ways. Did you do this 
intentionally?

Yes. Lauren is a sister and a daughter, a friend and a member of her community. There 
are many people affected by her illness and death, and not everyone handles things well. 
That’s just how life is. Not everyone rises to the occasion, but some people really step up. 

What made Pack Up the Moon particularly satisfying for you to write?

It answers our deepest fear: Could I survive without the person I love the most? Would I 
even want to? The absolute most satisfying part of writing this particular story is that this 
is a book about hope. It affirms my strong personal belief that love never dies, that loving 
someone is always the hardest and best thing we do as humans, and we are all stronger 
than we think. Happiness and fulfillment are choices, and choices we must commit to 
many times in our lives. This book shows you how, I think. 

What message do you hope readers will take away from this book?

That when the worst things happen, you will survive . . . and thrive, because of the love 
you’ve given and received. Because you were vulnerable and asked for help, because you 
kept going, no matter how much you didn’t want to. There’s always a wonderful life wait-
ing for you when you’re brave enough to walk through that door.

 Happiness and fulfillment are choices,  
and choices we must 

commit to many times in our lives.



1. 
Lauren and Joshua have to deal with 
a huge swerve from the life they had 
planned. Have you ever had to deal 
with something unexpected and life-

changing? How did you cope?

2. 
Do you think Lauren and Joshua  
love each other so much because  

of or despite her illness?

3. 
Do you think the nature of Lauren’s love 
for Joshua changed as she grew sicker? 

Do you think the way Joshua loved 
Lauren changed as she grew sicker?  

In what ways?

4. 
How do you think Lauren’s  

illness changed her? How did it  
change Joshua?

Discussion Questions
5. 

In what ways do you see that  
Joshua went through what  

Elisabeth Kübler-Ross defined as  
the Five Stages of Grief?

6. 
Lauren wrote letters to her father after 

he died to help cope with his death. 
Do you think that’s why she turned to 
writing the letters to leave for Josh?  

Do you think it was her way of coming 
to terms with her own death?  

Why else might she have chosen to 
write him letters?

7. 
Lauren talks about how “perfect” her 
sister is, but never feels any kind of 

jealousy toward her. Why do you think 
they were so closely bonded, both in 

childhood and later?



8. 
Consider Sarah’s confession to Josh that 

she was jealous of Lauren growing up, 
and the guilt she felt about it for much 

of their friendship. Do you think it’s 
possible to love a friend and be jealous 

of them at the same time?

9. 
As Lauren had instructed, Josh visits 
a medium to try connecting with her 

in “the GB.” Though it’s way out of his 
comfort zone, he’s moved and surprised 

by the reading. What are some 
experiences you’ve had outside of your 

comfort zone? What compelled  
you to go through with them, and how 

did they go?

10. 
Why do you think Lauren’s mother  

met a man she was attracted to after 
Lauren had died?

11. 
How did you feel about Josh meeting 

his biological father?

12. 
Lauren and Josh didn’t have a “love at 

first sight” moment; in fact, they  
had a terrible first conversation.  

Why do you think their second meeting 
went differently?

13. 
Now that we’ve come to know Lauren 

and Josh’s relationship and the powerful, 
deep connection they shared,  

what do you think about Lauren’s last 
task? Would you suggest the same  

thing if you were in her shoes,  
or something different?

14.  Do you think all of the tasks Lauren 
gave Josh helped him? Are there any 
you think she should have skipped?

15.  Clearly, Lauren believes in the Great 
Beyond throughout the book. Joshua 

talks about how he started out as 
an atheist and ended up as one as 

well, even as he prayed for Lauren in 
between. But in the end, do you  

think Joshua believed in a  
higher power or afterlife? Why?



Kristan was inspired with the idea for this book when 
she was walking on the beach and saw a man.  

After reading the book, do you see the connection 
between the photo and the book’s message?


